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MCCI suggests caution in spending forex 

Fighting inflation ‘big challenge' 

FE REPORT | May 27, 2022 00:00:00  

The MCCI, Dhaka recommended cautionary measures in spending foreign currencies to contain 

rising import cost and help save foreign-currency reserves for the sake of ensuring the country's 

macroeconomic stability. 

For doing so, there is a need for necessary 'carefulness' in opening letters of credit (LCs) to check 

unnecessary imports, said the Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI), Dhaka 

on Thursday. 

The country's oldest business-promotion agency expressed the cautions in its review - Economic 

Situation in Bangladesh for the January-March period of 2022 (Q3 of FY 22).  

The trade-body also termed containing inflation a big challenge in the coming months. 

"… intended for the stabilisation of the macroeconomic situation, the country needs cautionary 

measures in spending foreign currencies in view of higher import trend and the cascading 

Russia-Ukraine war fallout," the MCCI said in its review. 

"The necessity of carefulness is needed in opening LCs as one of the potential thrift measures to 

avoid unnecessary imports to save foreign currency reserves." 

The chamber also suggested 'skillful management' of high subsidies on electricity, gas and 

fertiliser prices to help curb the possible spending as subsidy.  

According to the MCCI review, Bangladesh economy is now rebounding from the COVID-19 

shocks.  

Before the coronavirus pandemic onset, the economy was growing rapidly at the rate of 7.88 per 

cent in fiscal year (FY) 2018-19.  

However, the growth became slower (3.45 per cent in FY 20), before the economy recovered fast 

with 6.94 per cent growth in FY 21 and 7.25 per cent in FY 22. 

"Today, Bangladesh is one of the fastest growing economies in the world."  

During the quarter under review (Q3 of FY 22), the major macroeconomic indicators were in a 

'satisfactory' position, according to the review. 

Export and import, the two important drivers of the economy, performed well. 
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"Robust export earnings have facilitated economic recovery in the recent times. The export-

oriented garment and leather as well as domestic market-oriented steel, food-processing and 

transport sectors are running in full scale."  

Besides, the inward remittance flow also increased, which has multiplier effects on 25 other 

economic sectors, the MCCI noted. 

On the other hand, some of the economic indicators appeared to be less promising than projected 

earlier.  

According to the organisation, the rate of inflation increased in the quarter under review.  

The fiscal framework continues to be weak in view of poor achievements, more specifically, 

both in terms of revenue mobilisation and public expenditure.  

According to the MCCI review, unemployment situation and low investment remain as 

challenging areas.  

It also mentioned that the total liquid assets of the scheduled banks stood at around Tk 4.35 

trillion at the end of March 2022, compared with Tk 4.49 trillion at the end of June 2021. 

The minimum liquidity requirement of the scheduled banks was over Tk 2.35 trillion at the end 

of March 2022. The scheduled banks thus held an excess liquidity of nearly Tk 2.0 trillion. 

The interest rate spread between the weighted average interest rate on lending and deposits of all 

the banks increased slightly to 3.10 per cent in March 2022 from 3.08 per cent in February, it 

also said. 

Besides, the banks' lending rate increased to 7.11 per cent in March 2022 from 7.10 per cent in 

February, but deposit rate decreased slightly to 4.01 per cent in this March from 4.02 per cent in 

the previous month. 

Citing the Bangladesh Bank data, the MCCI mentioned that the net foreign direct investment 

(FDI) in the first nine months of the current fiscal year (July-March of FY 22) increased by 46.85 

per cent to US$1,677 million from $1,142 million in the corresponding period of FY 21.  

Terming the FDI inflow in Bangladesh low compared to that in many other countries at the 

similar level of development, the MCCI added that the government needs to address the 

impediments to attract more FDI.  

smjahangirfe@gmail.com 
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MCCI outlook FY '22 

Inflation to fall below 6.0pc in June 
FE REPORT | May 27, 2022 00:00:00  
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Country's major macroeconomic indicators are projected to witness an upward trend by the end 

of last quarter (Q4) of the current fiscal year (FY 2021-22).  

The Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI), Dhaka in its latest 'Review of 

Economic Situation in Bangladesh' for January-March period of 2022 (Q3 of FY '22) has made 

the forecast. 

It said the export earnings, which are expected to be US$ 4.82 billion this month (May), would 

stand at $4.91 billion next month (June), although the import expenditure would also increase to 

$7.79 billion, and it might cross $7.82 billion in June. 

The inward remittance might stand at or even cross $2.16 billion in June, the MCCI projected. 

The trade organisation also projected the rate of point-to-point inflation to be reduced to 5.98 per 

cent in June, after increasing it to 6.45 per cent this month (May). 

However, the country's foreign exchange reserve is likely to fall in May due to the payment to 

the Asian Clearing Union (ACU). The amount might reach $44.11 billion at the end of May and 

it may increase to 44.24 billion in June, according to the MCCI. 

According to Bangladesh Bank, the forex reserve was more than $42 billion as on Wednesday 

last. 

During the Q3 of FY '22, the MCCI said, the major macroeconomic indicators were in a 

satisfactory position. 

The exports and imports - two important drivers of the economy - have done well amid the 

COVID-19 pandemic, it said, adding that the robust export earnings have facilitated economic 

recovery in the recent time. 

The export-oriented apparel and leather, and domestic market-oriented steel, food-processing and 

transport sectors were running at full scale, said the MCCI. 

On the other side, it added, some of the indicators appear to be less promising than projected 

earlier. 

The fiscal framework continues to be weak in view of poor achievements, more specifically, 

both in terms of revenue mobilisation and public expenditure, the elite chamber observed.  

It also said the unemployment situation and low investment remain as the main challenges. 

bdsmile@gmail.com 
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Manage subsidies in energy sector skilfully  

MCCI says containing inflation a big challenge 
 

Star Business Report 

Fri May 27, 2022 12:00 AM Last update on: Fri May 27, 2022 08:49 AM  

 

The government should properly manage subsidies in the energy sector as taxpayer-backed spending 

is set to surge owning to higher commodity prices in the global market, according to the 

Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI). 

"Skilful management of the high subsidies on electricity, gas and fertiliser prices is necessary for 

Bangladesh," the organisation said while presenting its quarterly review of the economic situation for 

January-March. 

As per the quarterly review, the rate of inflation increased in that period. 

However, the chamber predicted that inflation could to go up further by the end of May because of a 

probable rise in the price of some essential commodities. 

"Containing inflation will be a big challenge in the coming months," the MCCI said. 

The chamber urged the government to stabilise the country's macroeconomic situation by taking 

cautionary measures in spending foreign currency in view of limiting imports and the cascading 

Russia-Ukraine war fallout. 

"It is necessary to be careful when opening letters of credit so as to avoid unnecessary imports and 

save foreign currency as one of the potential thrifty measures," it added. 

According to the review, Bangladesh's low labour costs are widely regarded as appealing to foreign 

investors. However, they hesitate to make fresh investments in the country due to its underdeveloped 

infrastructure and other impediments. 

The government should address the underdeveloped infrastructure, policy consistency and corruption 

in the country to attract more foreign direct investment (FDI) to the country to ensure its full 

economic recovery from the coronavirus pandemic. 
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"FDI inflow to Bangladesh is low compared to that of many countries at similar levels of 

development," the chamber said. 

However, they also predicted that foreign exchange reserves will likely fall in May 2022 due to 

payments to the Asian Clearing Union (ACU) against imports. 

According to the review, Bangladesh's robust export earnings have facilitated economic recovery in 

recent times. 

The export-oriented garment and leather industries have resumed full-scale operations while the 

domestic market-oriented steel, food processing and transport sectors are fully up and running as 

well. 

"Inward remittances also increased, which has multiplier effects on other economic sectors," the 

MCCI said. 

The chamber then expressed satisfaction over the progress made in major macroeconomic indicators. 

For example, robust export earnings have facilitated the country's economic recovery in recent times. 

On the other hand, some of the economic indicators appear to be less promising than projected 

earlier. 

"The fiscal framework continues to be weak in view of poor achievements, more specifically, both in 

terms of revenue mobilisation and public expenditure," it added. 

The MCCI went on to say that unemployment and low investment in the country are still big 

challenges. 

The chamber also said the steady outflow of migrant workers in the January-March period of 2022 

has raised hopes for a healthy growth in overseas employment, a vital source of Bangladesh's foreign 

exchange reserves. 

According to the Bureau of Manpower Employment and Training, 322,583 workers went to various 

countries in the first quarter of the year while the number was 146,895 in the corresponding period of 

2021, up 119.60 per cent. 

"Such a steady growth is expected to continue in coming months and the sector could see record 

levels of employment by the end of 2022," the MCCI said. 

Job opportunities have also been created in developed countries such as Greece and Italy, which 

would help increase quality migration. 

www.newagebd.net / 27 May 2022 

Containing inflation big challenge in 

coming months  

MCCI says in Q3 economic review 
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A vegetable seller waits for customers at a shop at Kaptan Bazar in the capital Dhaka recently. 

Containing inflation is a big challenge for Bangladesh in the coming months, said the Metropolitan 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry in an economic review. — Focusbangla photo  

Containing inflation is a big challenge for Bangladesh in the coming months, said the Metropolitan 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry in an economic review. 

According to the Q3 (January-March) economic review of the trade body, the general point to point 

inflation rate increased by 0.05 percentage points to 6.22 per cent in March 2022 from 6.17 per cent 

in February 2022 due to an upward trend of food prices. 

Soaring costs of essential food items like rice, edible oils, vegetables and others fired up the overall 

inflation. 

In March 2021, the inflation rate was at 5.47 per cent. 

The food inflation increased by 0.12 percentage points to 6.34 per cent in March 2022 from 6.22 per 

cent in February 2022. 

Year-on-year, food inflation was lower at 5.51 per cent in March 2021. 

On the other hand, non-food price inflation decreased by 0.06 percentage points to 6.04 per cent in 

March 2022 from 6.10 per cent in the previous month. 

Year-on-year, non-food price inflation was also lower at 5.39 per cent in March 2021. 

The rates of general, food and non-food point-to-point inflation in the rural areas in March 2022 

were higher than the rates in the urban areas. 

https://www.newagebd.net/credit/Staff%20Correspondent
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The review said that for stabilising the macroeconomic situation, the country needed cautionary 

measures in spending foreign currencies in view of higher import trend and the Russia-Ukraine war 

fallout. 

The necessity of carefulness is needed in opening letters of credit so as to avoid unnecessary imports 

to save foreign currency reserves as one of the potential thrift measures. 

Skilful management of high subsidies on electricity, gas and fertiliser prices is also necessary, 

otherwise spending as subsidy will shoot up significantly, suggested the MCCI. 

Bangladesh economy is now rebounding from the Covid shocks, it said. 

The trade body said that a number of major economic indicators, including inflation, revenue 

mobilisation, public expenditure, unemployment situation and investment, still remained less 

promising than projected earlier for the fiscal year 2021-2022. 

The overall domestic economic growth in the 3rd quarter of the current fiscal year grew by 0.31 

percentage points to 7.25 per cent compared with that of 6.94 per cent in the previous fiscal year 

2020-2021, said the MCCI report. 

It also said that Bangladesh was one of the fastest growing economies in the world and rebounding 

from the Covid shocks highly compared with the others developing economies but still the growth 

was lower 0.63 percentage points of that in the pre-Covid period, which was 7.88 per cent in FY19. 

The tax revenue collection by the National Board of Revenue, year-on-year, grew by 14.45 per cent 

to Tk 2,00,004.08 crore in the July-March of the current fiscal year compared with that in the same 

period of FY21. 

The implementation scenario showed a sign of recovery in the third quarter of the current fiscal year 

where it executed 21.50 per cent of the annual development programme compared with that of 24.06 

per cent in the first two quarters of FY22. 

The country’s trade deficit with the rest of the world reached nearly a $25-billion mark in July-

March of FY22 for higher import bill largely for global price spiral. 

The trade gap increased by 63.67 per cent to $24.91 billion in July-March of FY22 from $15.22 

billion in the corresponding period of FY21. 

Between end-June of FY21 and end-March of FY22, the value of the taka depreciated by 1.62 per 

cent in terms of the US dollar. 

On the inter-bank market, the US dollar was quoted at Tk 84.81 at the end of June 2021 and 

Tk 86.20 at the end of March 2022. 

www.tbsnews.net / 27 May 2022 

MCCI recommends controlling unnecessary imports  

The organisation advised traders to be careful when opening LCs  
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The Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI), one of the most influential 

organisations of traders in the country, said controlling inflation will be a major challenge in 

the coming months. 

To deal with this situation, the organisation recommended controlling the import of unnecessary 

goods and to be careful when opening letters of credit, said the organisation in its quarterly review 

published on Thursday. 

The report titled "Review of economic situation in Bangladesh: January-March 2022 (Q3 of FY22)" 

also highlighted some of the positive aspects of macroeconomy and some challenges there. 

According to the review, some of the economic indicators appear to be less promising than projected 

earlier. The rate of inflation increased in the quarter under review. The fiscal framework continues to 

be weak in view of poor achievements, more specifically, both in terms of revenue mobilisation and 

public expenditure. The unemployment situation and low investment remain as challenges. 

The review further said skillful management of high subsidies on electricity, gas and fertilizer prices 

is necessary, otherwise spending as subsidy will shoot up significantly. 

The MCCI said Bangladesh economy is now rebounding from the Covid-19 shocks. Before the onset 

of the pandemic, the economy was growing rapidly (7.88% in FY19). 

Then the growth became slower (3.45% in FY20) before the economy recovered fast in the following 

years (6.94% in FY21 and 7.25% in FY22) which is high compared to comparable developing 

economies. Today, Bangladesh is one of the fastest growing economies in the world. 

www.businessinsiderbd.com / 27 May 2022 

Major economic indicators satisfactory in 

Q3: MCCI 

BI Report || BusinessInsider 

Published: 18:27, 26 May 2022   Update: 18:42, 26 May 2022  
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MCCI logo 

Bangladesh’s economy is now rebounding from the Covid-19 shocks and its major macroeconomic 

indicators are in a satisfactory position, according to the Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry (MCCI). 

In its latest edition of “Review of Economic Situation in Bangladesh” of January - March 2022 (Q3 

of FY22), the chamber attributes the country’s economic recovery in the recent time to robust export 

earnings.   

“The export-oriented garment, leather and domestic market-oriented steel, food-processing and 

transport sectors are running in full scale,” the MCCI said. 

The review said that both exports and imports have done well during the period in Bangladesh. 

The chamber said Bangladesh’s economic growth of 7.25 percent in FY22 is high compared to 

comparable developing economies and today, “Bangladesh is one of the fastest-growing economies 

in the world”. 

Moreover, the inward remittances also increased and the foreign currency reserve is in a satisfactory 

position. 

However, some of the economic indicators appear to be less promising than projected earlier. 

The fiscal framework continues to be weak in view of poor achievements, more specifically, both in 

terms of revenue mobilization and public expenditure. 

The unemployment situation and low investment remain challenges for the economy. 

As a cautionary measure, the MCCI suggested the country needs careful spending on foreign 

currencies in view of the higher import trend and the cascading Russia-Ukraine war fallout. 

Moreover, it is necessary to be careful in opening letters of credit (LC) so as to avoid unnecessary 

imports to save foreign currency reserves as one of the potential thrift measures. 

Also, skilful management of high subsidies on electricity, gas and fertiliser prices is necessary, 

otherwise spending as subsidies will shoot up significantly. 

Indicating the rising inflation rate, the MCCI warned that containing inflation would be a big 

challenge in the coming months. 
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Forex, inflation major challenges: MCCI  
Staff Correspondent  

27 May 2022 00:00:00 | Update: 27 May 2022 08:34:47  

 

Tightening foreign currency spending and taming rocketing inflation are two major challenges 

for the economy as the Ukraine war fallout demands cautionary measures by the government, 

said MCCI in its quarterly economic review. 

At a time when the country’s foreign exchange reserve is under pressures due to higher imports, the 

Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI) came up with a call to avert further 

decline in reserve and for the sake of economic sustainability. 

The review for Jan-March quarter of 2022 was published on Thursday. 

The trade organization also underscored the need for carefulness in opening letters of credit (LC) and 

skilful management of high subsidies on electricity, gas and fertilizer prices. Otherwise, the review 

said, spending as subsidy would shoot up significantly. 

“Bangladesh economy is now rebounding from the Covid-19 shocks. Before the onset of the 

coronavirus, the economy was growing rapidly by 7.88% in FY19. Then the growth became slower 

before the economy recovered fast in the following years - 6.94% in FY21 and 7.25% in FY22 - 

which is high compared to developing economies. Bangladesh is one of the fastest growing 

economies in the world,” said MCCI in the review. 

For the stabilization of the macroeconomic situation, the country needs cautionary measures in 

spending foreign currencies in view of higher import trend and the cascading Russia-Ukraine war 

fallout. 

The necessity of carefulness is needed in opening letters of credit (LC) so as to avoid unnecessary 

imports to save foreign currency reserves as one of the potential thrift measures, the review added. 

With the rising imports, trade deficit widened and stood at nearly $25 billion in July-March period of 

the current fiscal year, which was $15.21 billion in the same period of the last year. 

Foreign exchange reserve came down to $41.92 billion on May 10 but it returned to $42.29 billion 

on May 25. It was $48.06 billion in August 2021, Bangladesh Bank data showed 
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The MCCI warned that containing inflation is a big challenge in the coming months for Bangladesh. 

According to Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) data, point-to-point inflation rose to 6.29 per 

cent in April. 

The fiscal framework continues to be weak in view of poor achievements, more specifically, both in 

terms of revenue mobilization and public expenditure. Unemployment situation and low investment 

remain as challenges, according to the report. 

During the quarter under review, the major macroeconomic indicators are in a satisfactory position. 

Exports and imports are two important drivers of the economy and amid the Covid-19 pandemic both 

the areas have done well. 

Robust export earnings have facilitated economic recovery in the recent time. The export-oriented 

garment, leather and domestic market-oriented steel, food-processing and transport sectors are 

running in full scale. 

The inward remittances also increased, which has multiplier effects on other economic sectors. On 

the other side, some of the economic indicators appear to be less promising than projected earlier. 

www.samakal.net / 27 May 2022 

বৈদেশিক মুদ্রা ৈযদে সতকক থাকা প্রদোজন 

অথ কননশতক পশিশিশত শনদে এমশসশসআইদেি প্রশতদৈেন 

সমকাল প্রতিবেদক  

প্রকাশ: ২৭ মম ২২ । ০০:০০ । তপ্রন্ট সংস্করণ  

 
 

মদবশর সামষ্টিক অর্ থনীতির তিতিশীলিার স্বাবর্ থ বেবদতশক মুদ্রা খরবে সিকথ হওয়া দরকার। আমদাতন 

েযয় েযাপকভাবে মেবে যাওয়া এেং রাতশয়া-ইউবেন যুবের প্রভাে তেবেেনায় এ তেষবয় উবদযাগ তনবি 

হবে। তেবশষ কবর বেবদতশক মুদ্রার তরজাভথ ষ্টিক রাখবি 'তমিেযয়ী পদবেপ' তহবসবে আমদাতন 

ঋণপত্র (এলতস) মখালার তেষবয় সিকথ র্াকা প্রবয়াজন। যাবি অপ্রবয়াজনীয় পণয আমদাতন না হয়।  

মদবশর অর্ থননতিক পতরতিতি তনবয় ঢাকা মমবরাপতলটন মেম্বার অে কমাস থ অযান্ড ইন্ডাতির 

(এমতসতসআই) প্রতিবেদবন এসে পয থবেেণ িুবল ধরা হবয়বে। েলতি অর্ থেেবরর িৃিীয় প্রাতিক, 
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অর্ থাৎ জানুয়াতর-মােথ সমবয়র সামষ্টিক অর্ থনীতিতেষয়ক প্রতিবেদনষ্টট গিকাল েৃহস্পতিোর প্রকাশ 

করা হবয়বে।  

প্রতিবেদবন আরও েলা হয়, তেদুযৎ, গযাস ও সাবরর উচ্চ ভিুথতক েযেিাপনাও দেিার সবে করার 

দরকার। িা না হবল ভিুথতক োেদ েযয় মেবে যাবে। আর সাতে থকভাবে আগামী মাসগুবলাবি েে একষ্টট 

েযাবলঞ্জ মূলযস্্মফীতি তনয়ন্ত্রবণ রাখা। 

এমতসতসআইবয়র প্রতিবেদবন েলা হবয়বে, কবরানা পতরতিতির উন্নতির পর েযেসা প্রতিষ্ঠানগুবলার 

কাাঁোমাল ও মূলধনী যবন্ত্রর আমদাতন মেবেবে। উচ্চমূবলয জ্বালাতন মিল তকনবি হবে। ফবল গি 

জলুাই-মােথ সমবয় আমদাতন েযয় আবগর েেবরর একই সমবয়র িুলনায় প্রায় ৪৪ শিাংশ মেবেবে। 

অনযতদবক, েলতি অর্ থেেবরর প্রর্ম ৯ মাবস আবগর েেবরর একই সমবয়র িুলনায় রপ্তাতন আবয় 

ভাবলা প্রেৃদ্ধে এবলও েযাপকভাবে কবম মরতমটযান্স প্রোহ। এসবের পতরবপ্রতেবি মদবশর েলতি 

তহসাবের ঘাটতি োতেবয়বে ১৪ তেতলয়ন ডলার। বেবদতশক মুদ্রার তরজাভথ কমার শঙ্কা বিতর হবয়বে। এ 

োো ডলাবরর তেপরীবি কমবে টাকার মান।  

এমতসতসআইবয়র প্রবেপণ অনুসাবর, মেশতকেু তনিযপবণযর দাম মেবে যাওয়ার কারবণ েলতি মাবস এ 

হার মেবে ৬ দশতমক ৪৫ শিাংবশ মপ ৌঁোবি পাবর। এ োো সরকাবরর রাজস্ব সংগ্রহ এেং োবজট 

োস্তোয়ন ভাবলা না 

হওয়ার তদকষ্টটও িুবল ধরা হবয়বে প্রতিবেদবন। মেকারত্ব পতরতিতি এেং তেতনবয়াগ কম হওয়াও 

অনযিম েযাবলঞ্জ েবলও উবেখ করা হবয়বে এবি। িবে সে তমতলবয় সামষ্টিক অর্ থননতিক পতরতিতি 

সবিাষজনক পয থাবয় আবে েবলই মবন করবে এমতসতসআই।  
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রাতশয়া-ইউবেন যুবের প্রভাে মমাকাবেলায় তেবদশী মুদ্রা েযবয় সিকথিামলূক েযেিা দরকার। 

গিকাল েলতি অর্ থেেবরর িৃিীয় প্রাতিবকর (জানুয়াতর-মােথ) পয থাবলােনা প্রতিবেদবন এ মূলযায়ন 

জাতনবয়বে মমবরাপতলটন মেম্বার অে কমাস থ অযান্ড ইন্ডাতি (এমতসতসআই)। 

প্রতিবেদবন এমতসতসআই েবলবে, োংলাবদবশর অর্ থনীতি এখন কতভড-১৯-এর প্রভাে কাষ্টটবয় ঘুবর 

দা াঁোবে। নবভল কবরানাভাইরাবসর প্রাদুভথাে শুরুর আবগ অর্ থনীতির প্রেৃদ্ধে তেল মেশ গতিশীল। যার 
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হার ২০১৮-১৯ অর্ থেেবর তেল ৭ দশতমক ৮৮ শিাংশ। ২০১৯-২০ অর্ থেেবর শ্লর্ হবয় প্রেৃদ্ধের হার 

তেল ৩ দশতমক ৪৫ শিাংশ। ওই অেিা মর্বক পুনরুোবরর আবগ ২০২০-২১ অর্ থেেবর প্রেৃদ্ধের হার 

তেল ৬ দশতমক ৯৪ শিাংশ। ২০২১-২২ অর্ থেেবর প্রেৃদ্ধের হার ৭ দশতমক ২৫ শিাংশ। প্রেৃদ্ধের এ 

হার উন্নয়নশীল মদশগুবলার িুলনায় মেতশ। েিথমাবন োংলাবদশ তেবের দ্রিুেধ থনশীল অর্ থনীতির 

একষ্টট মদশ। 

প্রেৃদ্ধের তেষয়ষ্টটর পাশাপাতশ েিথমান বেতেক মপ্রোপবট োংলাবদবশর করণীয় তেষবয় আবলাকপাি 

কবরবে এমতসতসআই। মসখাবন েলা হবয়বে, রাতশয়া-ইউবেন যুবের প্রভাে মমাকাবেলায় মেতশ 

আমদাতনপ্রেণিা ও তেবদশী মুদ্রা েযবয় সিকথিামলূক েযেিা মনয়া দরকার। ঋণপত্র মখালার মেবত্র 

সিকথিা অপতরহায থ। অপ্রবয়াজনীয় আমদাতন এতেবয় তেবদশী মুদ্রার ভাণ্ডার ো তরজাভথ সংরেণ 

তনদ্ধিবি এ ধরবনর সিকথিামূলক পদবেপ কায থকর মবন করবে এমতসতসআই। এোো তেদুযৎ, গযাস 

ও সাবরর দাবম উচ্চভিুথতকর দে েযেিাপনা প্রবয়াজবনর পাশাপাতশ ভিুথতক েযয় েৃদ্ধের তেষবয় সিকথ 

কবর আসন্ন মাসগুবলায় মুদ্রাস্ফীতি তনয়ন্ত্রণ করাবক েে েযাবলঞ্জ তহবসবে মদখবে এমতসতসআই।  

সংগিবনর পয থাবলােনায় অর্ থেেবরর িৃিীয় প্রাতিবক প্রধান সামষ্টিক অর্ থননতিক সূেকগুবলা 

সবিাষজনক অেিাবন রবয়বে েবল জাতনবয়বে এমতসতসআই। রফিাতন ও আমদাতন—অর্ থনীতির এ 

দুষ্টট গুরুত্বপূণ থ োতলকাশদ্ধি। দুষ্টট মেত্রই কতভড-১৯ মহামারীর মবধযও ইতিোেক ভূতমকা মরবখবে। 

সদ্ধেয় রফিাতন সাম্প্রতিক সমবয় অর্ থননতিক পুনরুোরবক সহজ কবরবে। এ সমবয় পুবরাপুতর 

সদ্ধেয় তেল রফিাতনমুখী মপাশাক, োমো ও িানীয় োজাবরর ইস্পাি, খাদয প্রদ্ধেয়াকরণ ও পতরেহন 

খাি। মরতমটযান্স মেবেবে, যা অর্ থনীতির তেতভন্ন খাবি ইতিোেক প্রভাে মফবলবে। তেবদশী মুদ্রার 

তরজাভথও সবিাষজনক অেিাবন রবয়বে। 


